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Greetings! the theme of this month's newsletter is DROUGHT and HEAT and
how to responsibly fish in these conditions. You will find a few articles about
how best to deal with these hot conditions. Our editor, Tom P, explores some
ideas on relationship between guides and clients and how that can affect the
fish. One of our most popular family events is coming soon on July 4th -- the
Salida Kids Fishing Derby! Please come, please consider volunteering, our
local families love it.

EVENT: KIDS FISHING DERBY
One of our main events of the year, the Kids Fishing Derby, will take place at
Frantz Lake, Salida, on July 4th. We could still use volunteers! Read more
about the event.

https://www.collegiatepeakstu.org/events/event/salida-fishing-derby-at-franz-lake-2021


FOR NEARLY THREE DECADES, the Collegiate Peaks Chapter has offered
free fishing derbies for kids, one in Salida on July 4th and one in Buena Vista
on Labor Day Weekend. These events are an opportunity for our chapter to
give back to the communities who support us so well. See derby photos at
http://www.collegiatepeakstu.org/fishing-derbies.
ON JULY 4TH, WE'LL NEED AT LEAST TWO DOZEN VOLUNTEERS to
staff our derby at Frantz Lake. We missed having a 2020 derby, but we look
forward to welcoming back over 150 kids and their families to a morning of
being outside and fishing. Colorado Parks & Wildlife will have stocked the lake.
The event is free. Everybody gets a snack bag. There will be prizes for
victories like catching the first fish or the longest fish, and kids get a free TU
logo tote bag.
PLEASE VOLUNTEER TO HELP OUT. We need members and friends to
register the kids, put together a few rods, untangle and rig lines, measure lots
(hopefully) of fish, and release fish. Kids want their fish measured, winners or
not, and appreciate a big "nice fish!" We also need volunteers to set up, hand
out snacks, sodas, and tote bags, and clean up. We also need an "official"
photographer or two (for our website, newsletter, etc.). We need two dozen
volunteers!
TO SIGN UP, please contact Ann (aeklaiman@aol.com). We'll start setting up
at 8 am. Derby fishing starts at 9:45 am, prizes at about 11 am. Come for all or
any part of the morning that you can invest.

(Photo Credit - Diane Myers)

DON PUTTERBAUGH -- A FLY FISHING LEGEND



By Rod Patch, from ArkAnglers

Don Puterbaugh passed away May 29th, 2021. He was at his home and
passed in his sleep with his daughter by his side. Don lived a long and full life.
He was 92 years old.

Don founded Columbine School of Fly Fishing in the 1960's on the Arkansas
River. He taught thousands of anglers how to fly fish. The teaching techniques
Don pioneered are still used today.

As a commercial fly designer and tyer, Don created some of the most
recognizable fly patterns available. His signature foam flies, including the Black
Foam Caddis, and the Yellow Foam Stone, are among some of the most
popular patterns ever created. The simplicity, durability, and effectivness of his
patterns are legendary. He began tying flies at the age of 8, in 1936. Some of
his original flies were fashioned from carpet remnants, bicycle tire inner tubes,
copper wire from old lamp cords, wool yarn from his mother's afghans, and
innumerable feathers, furs and parts from roadkill animals he found.

He once told me that in the 1950's, he traveled the highways looking for roadkill
to tie flies with. He found a dead rabbit one day, threw it in the trunk of his car
and forgot about it. Several days later he realized his oversight because of the
foul odor. He kept the rabbit fur because it had a color that was too good to
pass up.

In the 1970's he was a featured tyer at the Ed Rice Fly Tyers theatre and
became known as the junkyard tyer because of his resourcefulness and
creativity utilizing materials that were, let us say, unconventional. Not many
tyers wanted to be positioned near Don though, because he was messy,
unorganized, and had several fox tails with long fibers he had found on I-70
recently.

His knowledge of entomology and the lifecycles of every aquatic insect
inhabiting the Arkansas river, enabled him to design the most effective flies
ever created for our beloved river.

Don co-authored the Basic Manual of Fly Tying with his partner and longtime
friend Paul Fling. The duo collaborated on three other popular books and
dozens of articles for various magazines. Don taught fly tying schools in
Colorado Springs at Tony Gross's General Fishing in the 1970's.

Don became Arkanglers' first guide in 1994. He guided for the company from
1994 until 2009. He retired at age 81, after guiding 65 wade trips in his last
year.

He touched thousands of people with his humor, good nature, and tireless
desire to impart everything he knew about fly fishing and fly tying, to anyone
who would listen. He was a pioneer and a legend in the eyes and hearts of
those of us fortunate enough to have known him. In his last days of life,
wheelchair bound, he talked about the small mouth bass, on a local reservoir,
he wanted to "get in on" because the river was surely too high for him to wade.

He once asked a Catholic Priest, during his confession, if there was a trout

http://www.arkanglers.com/


stream in Heaven. We here at Arkanglers are happy that our friend now knows
the answer to that question.

SOMETHING HAS GOT TO GIVE… US OR THE
RIVER?
By Tom P, editor

I recently returned from a spectacular multi-day fly fishing trip. It was a rafting
float down a beautiful canyon with steep schist and sandstone walls, cool
water, tons of brown and rainbow trout. Difficult access meant we hardly saw
anyone else during those days. The bug life was incredible (caddis, sallies,
mayflies, dragonflies, multiple hatches every day). I was pleased to see no
Tamarisk and very few Russian Olives. Our trip had four rafts, each with a
guide and two clients, personal gear, camp gear, food. Every day we covered
5-6 miles, fishing from the boats and pulling over often to wade fish from the
banks. We all had a great time and we all caught plenty of nice fish. Even so, I
returned home with a bit of a bad taste in my mouth. Why is that?

As the trip progressed, while we were all catching fish with great coaching from
our guides, I started noticing dead fish. Drowned fish, in one piece, sunk on the
bottom in slow current, their white bellies clearly visible from above. I could
only surmise they were angler-killed, i.e. fish poorly played, badly landed, mis-
handled, or improperly released.

I started paying more attention to water temperature. I did not have a
thermometer with me, but with 100+ degree days, sun on the water from 7am
to 8pm, and very comfortable wet wading conditions, it seemed reasonable to
assume it was at least in the upper 60's. As we all know, warmer water means
less dissolved oxygen, making life a lot harder for the trout. The general
consensus is that we should stop fishing for browns and rainbows when
water temperature reaches 68F.

I wondered about our fishing process: were we all as diligent as we could
be? Were we all using oversized tippet to land fish as quickly as
possible? Making sure all our flies were de-barbed? Always wetting hands

https://thesoaringeagleoutfitters.com/blogs/water-temperature-and-what-it-means-for-trout/water-temperature-and-what-it-means-for-trout


before touching the trout (preserves the slime barrier on their skin, keeping
infections away)? Avoiding touching them in the first place, if possible? Trying
to unhook the fish in the net, without even lifting them out of water? Not holding
them up for a few minutes for that grip-and-grin photo to show off to friends
back home?

At first I felt it was the guides' responsibility to educate the anglers. After all,
they are uniquely positioned to be in control of what their clients are doing. We
all heard about shenanigans some guides do to get their clients to catch
fish. Guides who add a one foot mono trailer with a bare hook to a refused dry
fly, so a set will foul hook the trout and the client catches something. Guides
who allow us to fish in water that's too warm, or to cast to spawning
fish. Guides who after the photo toss the fish back into water over their
shoulder and move on. I'm sure many of us have at least heard stories like
that, if not experienced them first-hand.

It would be easy to blame the guides, but we have to remember that fly fishing
shops and guide services are first and foremost a business. They are there to
make money. They are doing what they believe is fulfilling OUR
expectations. I'm not letting them off the hook and saying they're blameless,
but we need to acknowledge that we are the ones driving this problem.

If we come to the river expecting the guide to get us "into fish", and if our
definition of a successful trip revolves around number of fish brought to hand,
can we really blame the guides for doing whatever it takes?

I don't think so.

Over the years I have learned a lot from the guides I've been lucky enough to
fish with. I am thankful to those guides and friends who took the time to
educate me not only on how to become a better fisherman, but also on proper
fish treatment. I would like to think that I have become a very conscientious
angler who now passes that respect and ethic onto others.

It's our job, the clients' job, to decide what the goal of the trip is. What cost (in
terms of damaging the fish and the river) are we willing to accept? Is the trip
about catching the most fish no matter the conditions? Or is it about protecting
the river and the fish first and foremost, and enjoying the day? I would like to
think that especially for members of Trout Unlimited, resource conservation
comes first.

Sometimes using de-barbed hooks and keeping fish wet isn't enough. There
are days when we shouldn't fish because the water is too warm. Some rivers,
such as the Deschutes, no longer allow fishing from a boat – anglers caught
too many fish, highly stressing the fishery. Now guides row clients to good
wade-fishing spots instead. Guides teach, clients catch, and it's easier on the
fish. I wonder if that'll become the new normal elsewhere, including our rivers
in Colorado.

I'm not a guide, nor do I play one on TV. It shouldn't be hard for our goals and
those of the guides to align. If we accept lower catch counts in exchange for
feeling good about helping the fish survive, the guides will follow suit. As their
careers depend on having healthy fish in healthy rivers, it is in their direct
interest to preserve these fisheries for as long as possible. Just like consumer-



driven boycotts can force companies to change their evil ways (e.g. Nike and
kids in sweat shops, Coca Cola and apartheid), we the clients can use the
positive side of that coin. Let's convince our guides -- protecting the resource
is our main priority. Their tips will come from us having a great day in a great
place, and not be tied to the number of fish caught on days when it wouldn't be
right. If we can responsibly catch fish while there then that's great. But that
comes second. #keepthemwet

[Editor: if you have any comments on this, feel free to respond on our
Facebook page. We're re-posting this article there... and they have a better
setup for discussion than we do on our web site].

An evening in the canyon

https://www.facebook.com/pg/CollegiatePeaksAnglersTU/posts/


5 TIPS FOR TROUT FISHING DURING A DROUGHT
By Peter Stitcher, from Ascent Fly Fishing

All winter long anglers across the Western US watched the weather channel,
seeing clouds full of promise hanging over the mountains, but never delivering
the snow we hoped for. Come spring there was still the chance for April
showers and wet snows in the mountains, but those too failed to
accumulate. The severe drought that is now blanketing most of the Western
US brings with it very serious consequences for trout, and we as fly fishers
need to adapt in order to prevent further harm and help to preserve trout
populations until wetter days return.

Here are a couple guidelines to help us fish responsibly and still have fun
during a drought.

* Know your Limits – Trout and other Salmonids (fishes including salmon,
trout, char, whitefish, and grayling) thrive in water temperatures below 63 °
Fahrenheit, they do moderately well up to 65°, and begin to deteriorate rapidly
and die in sustained water temperatures above 67°. Lower river levels across
the West is going to see water temperatures in many trout baring waters
regularly reach these danger level causing fish to gather in the few remaining
deep holes to try to survive and wait for cooler night time temperatures. Trout
go into survival mode as they try to draw limited oxygen out of the warm water,
and are sluggish feeders. The responsible angler should wear a fly fishing
thermometer in their boot to keep an eye on water temperatures. As the run
rises overhead and the water temps' edge towards 67°, we need to get off the
water so that we don't start killing fish!

https://ascentflyfishing.com/


* Time to Go – While some states enforce mandatory river closures due at a
certain time of the day due to rising water temperatures, it is prudent to plan
our fishing summer fishing trips during the drought for the cool of the
morning. Try to get to the river as early as possible, fish to noon or 1pm and
then head home for a little afternoon siesta and give the fish a life saving break
through the heat of the day.

* Quick to Hand & Quick to Release – Overplaying fish in warmer water
temps is a death sentence for many! Try to get the fish to hand as quickly as
possible, skip the photo-op and hold the fish in the gently in light current until it
revives and takes off under its own power. Seeing trout drifting belly up down
the river isn't very picturesque, so keep em' wet and let them go quickly!

* Head for the Hills – Seasons of drought are a great motivator to go out and
explore, get off the beaten path, and head up into the mountains in search of
cooler waters! Colder nights and proximity to snowpack keeps higher elevation
creeks and lakes in the optimal temperature range for happy, healthy, and
hungry trout! If you want long days full of fish and tight lines, head for the hills
this summer!

* Learn to Fish Lakes – Lakes are excellent thermal (heat) reservoirs
meaning that as the sun pours its summer heat into the lake, the water
temperature changes very little. Even though water levels may drop during the
drought, in most lakes there is still ample depth for trout to stay active and
vibrant offering the angler excellent action on the fly!

Just because there is a drought doesn't mean we need to hang up our fly rods
this summer. Join me in fishing smarting and following these 5 guidelines and
we can all still enjoy a great season on the water!

KEEP FISH WET -- TIPS
From Keep Fish Wet

Keep Fish Wet Tips help support the broader Principles. Most Tips do not
require you to purchase more gear, but rather spend a little more time on
preparation and mindfulness before heading out for a trip and while on the
water. This list provides simple and easy actions that every angler can do.

THINK TWICE BEFORE GOING AFTER SPAWNING FISH

https://www.keepfishwet.org/tips


Angling fish that are on route to spawning grounds or are in the act of
spawning can disrupt a critical part of their life cycle and impact future
generations. In some cases fish are especially vulnerable to capture when they
are aggregating to spawn, or are especially aggressive as they defend nests
and territories. Depending on the species of fish you are after and their
spawning habits, you might want to forego fishing for them during their
spawning season.

BE WARY OF WARM WATER 

Be extra careful of how you handle fish when water temperatures heat up. The
metabolism of fish is directly linked to water temperature and this, along with
the exercise of angling, can make fish more vulnerable to the effects of catch-
and-release. In most cases, dissolve oxygen decreases as water temperatures
increase, meaning that it can take fish longer to recover from being angled.
Overall, when temperatures increase, it becomes especially important to
implement our Principles and Tips. (check out this Finsights for more details on
water temperature and fish).

USE BARBLESS HOOKS

Crimp the barbs on hooks. Not only do barbless hooks cause less damage to a
fish's mouth, but they are also much easier and quicker to remove - especially
helpful when one ends up in your ear or finger! This not only applies to single
hooks, but also treble hooks. (see this Finsights for more details on the
science)

CARRY HOOK REMOVAL DEVICES  

Carry easily accessible pliers or other hook removal tool, which will enable
quick and careful hook removal. If the hooks are barbless, there is a good
chance that a hook removal tool can help with release even without taking the
fish out of the water. If a fish is deeply hooked, cut the line instead of trying to
remove the hook.

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

https://www.keepfishwet.org/tips


A giant stonefly

RIVER SPEAK
TEMPORIZING THE PROCESS

After Runoff

One? Ten? Twenty?
5?  8?  15?  25?

Any number over one,
might you think would be obscene?

Is that fishing clean?
Or is it representing mean?

Fishers get a re-fresh, trout are
cloistering in duress. Do you
fish them into helplessness?

The river remains stingy, ambivalent, you bet.
We can dream of abundance to the net.
Gill-less, we never know what goes on
below. Anticipation at the surface will
drive you crazy and you realize you
are not the center of the universe!

Sometimes, it's the nothings that grab you.
If there is no rhythm, you won't get them.

"Conspiracy" yells the cynic, but you
can refuse to mimic and become

your own clinic. YOU call it.
Mea Culpa?

Not Runoff!

Wanna get Pancakes?



(Easier on the wallet.)

<()((((()><
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"THEY'RE GONNA DIE": DROUGHT DOOMS TROUT
IN COLORADO'S DOLORES RIVER—AND
PROBABLY BEYOND
By Sage Marshall, from Field and Stream

The lower stretch of the Dolores River, which translates from Spanish as "river
of anguish," is living up to its namesake. The popular trout-fishing tailwater,
which sits below McPhee Reservoir, is down to a near trickle. 

"The stream is flowing anywhere between 5 and 9 cfs," reports Jim White, an
aquatic biologist for Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW). "Typical flows are
around 70 cfs or higher."

Such low flows are taking a toll on the river's trout population. The lack of water
leads to higher water temperatures, which directly harm cold-water species
such as trout.  

"We've got a temperature logger placed 2 miles below the dam, and we're
starting to see temperatures upwards of 80 degrees in the evenings," says
White. "We're starting to exceed what's called the ‘acute temperature threshold'
for trout, meaning they're gonna die."

The CPW manages a 12 mile stretch below McPhee Reservoir as a catch-and-
release tailwater trout fishery. Given the conditions, the agency's plan is to
institute a voluntary fishing closure on the area. Regardless, White expects
total mortality of the trout population in the lower half of that section, and

https://www.fieldandstream.com/fishing/drought-conditions-killing-trout-dolores-river/


potentially in part of the upper half as well. He is also concerned about the
river's mottled sculpin, a native cold-water species and favorite trout food, as
well as warm-water native fish such as the flannelmouth sucker, the bluehead
sucker, and the roundtail chub populations. That's not to mention the insects,
such as mayflies and caddis, that can't live in high water temps. 

"These are the lowest flows I've ever seen down there," he says. "I'm
expecting trout mortality creeping up closer to the damn than what we've ever
seen."

There are two main culprits in the Dolores' plight: agricultural water use and
drought. McPhee Reservoir was a man-made project completed in 1985
primarily to store and provide water for agricultural use in the region. The
reservoir itself has become a known hotspot for cliff jumping and catching
smallmouth bass, but recent drought conditions have put the project's long-
term viability in question. Not only is the tailwater at 5 to 10 percent of its usual
flows, but farmers are only receiving similarly meager water allocations.

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

FLASHBACK
From Collegiate Peaks Anglers newsletter. August 2009

DIL LEASE TRAIL WORK AND STEP REPAIR

Access to the Dil Lease off county road 163 required repositioning of the trail
and rebuilding of the steps down to the river. The work was accomplished on
June 29 and 30th by DOW in partnership with the Southwest Conservation
Corps and Collegiate Peaks Anglers.

Jim Impara and his grandson took part in rebuilding the steps. In appreciation
for the DOW and SCC workers, CPA member Ken and Nancy Walters

https://www.fieldandstream.com/fishing/drought-conditions-killing-trout-dolores-river/


provided a barbeque Tuesday evening June 30th. Fred Rasmussen and Tom
Thomas also repaired the fence ladder that is part of the easement.

OPTIONAL VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEE EARNS
RESIDENTS A 'KEEP COLORADO WILD PASS'
By Anica Padilla, from 4CBS Denver

GOLDEN GATE STATE PARK, Colo. (CBS4) — Monday Gov. Jared Polis
signed the Keep Colorado Wild Annual Pass bill. It gives car owners a
reduced-price annual state parks pass when they register their vehicles.

Currently an annual affixed vehicle parks pass costs $80. While the price of the
Keep Colorado Wild Pass has yet to be determined, it'll be no more than half

https://denver.cbslocal.com/2021/06/22/optional-vehicle-registration-fee-earns-residents-keep-colorado-wild-pass/


the current price, so no more than $40. The price can drop depending on
participation, with a goal to achieve a $20 price with high participation rates.

Bill sponsors say the revenue will help staff and protect Colorado's 42 state
parks.

"Colorado's passion for enjoying the great outdoors has taken a toll on our
beautiful state parks," said Rep. Kerry Tipper, D-Lakewood, sponsor of SB21-
249. "By creating the Keep Colorado Wild Pass, today we ensured that our
iconic public lands stay preserved and well cared for while being enjoyed by
more Coloradans of every stripe."

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

APPEALS COURT DECISION PUTS BRISTOL BAY
BACK ON TRACK FOR CLEAN WATER ACT
PROTECTIONS
By Brennan Sang, from Trout Unlimited

ANCHORAGE, Alaska—In a ruling published today, the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled that Trout Unlimited's lawsuit could move forward in challenging
the Environmental Protection Agency's 2019 decision to withdraw proposed
protections for the Bristol Bay watershed. The decision puts an important
process back on track for securing immediate safeguards for the region and
gets Bristol Bay one step closer to a locally driven, durable solution that
ensures the proposed Pebble mine doesn't resurface again in the future.

https://denver.cbslocal.com/2021/06/22/optional-vehicle-registration-fee-earns-residents-keep-colorado-wild-pass/
https://www.tu.org/press-releases/appeals-court-decision-puts-process-back-on-track-for-bristol-bay-clean-water-act-protections/


The court found that the EPA needs to consider whether unacceptable adverse
effects are likely to occur when it withdraws a Clean Water Act 404(c)
proposed determination. On its face, the EPA's 2019 withdrawal decision is
indefensible. On behalf of our nationwide network of 350,000 supporters and
businesses members, TU is calling on the EPA to proceed expeditiously to a
final determination that protects the headwaters of Bristol Bay.

"Today's ruling is an important step toward providing immediate Clean Water
Act safeguards for Bristol Bay," said Nelli Williams, Alaska director for Trout
Unlimited. "The 2019 decision to withdraw the proposed protections
contradicted the EPA's own science and undermined the best interests of
Alaskans, Tribes, hunters, anglers and commercial fishermen. It is time for the
EPA to move forward and finalize Clean Water Act protections for Bristol Bay.
We still have more work to do to protect Bristol Bay and its salmon fisheries,
but this confirms that trustworthy science and public input should be at the
forefront as decisions are made."

"Today's decision is another sigh of relief for Bristol Bay sport fishing business
owners, commercial fishermen putting boats in the water, and people of Bristol
Bay harvesting their annual subsistence catches," said Nanci Morris Lyon,
local resident and owner of Bear Trail Lodge, a Trout Unlimited member
business.

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

Keeping 'em wet

FISHING QUOTE
"My elation at taking that particular fish was quite beyond rational justification. I
experienced an illusion of triumph which contained not only the impression that

https://www.tu.org/press-releases/appeals-court-decision-puts-process-back-on-track-for-bristol-bay-clean-water-act-protections/


I had finally succeeded in outfoxing a shrewd and calculating adversary, but
that the trout had been made to know the humiliation of defeat."

Harold Blaisdell, from "The Philosophical Fisherman" (1969)

If you'd like to share a short note and some photos from a recent trip, please
submit them to our editor.submit them to our editor. Anyone willing to contribute a column would be
appreciated.

EDITOR-PERMANENTLY-AD-HOC: Tom Palka. Members are encouraged to
contribute to this publication: fishing stories, experiences, or quotes. Send
questions or submissions by email to editor@collegiatepeakstu.orgeditor@collegiatepeakstu.org. Editor's
deadline is the 23rd of the month.

 This is the e-Newsletter of Collegiate Peaks Chapter of the nation's leading coldwater This is the e-Newsletter of Collegiate Peaks Chapter of the nation's leading coldwater
conservation organization -- Trout Unlimited.conservation organization -- Trout Unlimited.
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